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At Ostrichpillow, we believe that micro-moments 
of Self-Care contribute to long-term wellbeing. 

Thus, since 2012, we go out of our way to anticipate 
problems and offer solutions through products, 
services and experiences which can help to improve 
your daily life through Self-Care and help you 
do what no one else can do better than you: to 
become the best possible version of yourself.

Self-Care is a long-term goal which is made up of 
countless micro-moments. It consists of creating 
rituals and habits so that taking one’s own wellbeing 
and happiness into one’s own hands becomes 
second nature.



Enabling contemporary Self-Care



The active member of the Ostrichpillow Self-
Care family

Comfortable and stylish, are designed to keep 
your legs active and supported in your day-to-
day life, even when you are not moving. 

Whether you work long hours sitting or standing, 
travel long distances or simply lounging at 
home, just wear them so that their smart gradual 
compression (8-15 mmHg) activates your blood 
circulation. 

No more swelling or fatigue thanks to its  super-
soft feeling composition and perfect fit.

Compression 
Socks
Bamboo softness to feel daily 
active in absolute comfort

New





Features Product Specs
Bamboo soft feeling

Gradual compression

Breathable & Antibacterial

High quality composition

Reinforced soil, heel and toe

Elastic cuff

Bamboo super
soft feeling

Smart gradual
compression

Antibacterial yarn
to control odor

Extra cushioned
sole area

Heel and toe
areas reinforced

Breathable texture

Sizes 
S-M · US (5.5-9) / EU (36-41) / UK (3.5-6.5)

L-XL · US (9-14) / EU (41-46) / UK (6.5-13.5) 

Composition 
50% bamboo 
25% recycled polyester 
10% recycled nylon 
15% spandex

Certification 
Oeko-Tex Standard 100



The warm huggable member of our Self-Care 
family. 

Heatbag is much more than a heating bag. Warm 
it up and it will become the perfect companion 
while lounging on the couch or while sleeping 
tight with warm feet. Freeze it and it will become 
a safe pain relief. 

Its cover is super soft so you can hug it and 
squeeze it, while its double-sided composition 
makes sure it concentrates the release of heat 
and cold. Water is not needed, its core is made of 
natural clay that is always ready to use. 

Heatbag
Huggable soothing companion

New





Features Product Specs
Huggable and cozy

Smart design. Double side 
for heat release effect 
(temperature lasts longer)

Machine washable

Eco friendly: natural clay, no 
water waste, recycled foam

Easy, clean & safe to use

Measurements  
30 x 16 x 7 (cm) 
 
Composition 
Outer Cover 
Foam 
Cotton 95% + Elastan 5%

Bag 
Natural clay, glycerin, water 
Nylon Taffta

Certification 
FDA/CE certified

Natural Clay

Hanger

Machine washable
Nylon Taffta

Double sealed

Zipper

Double layer 
Recycled foam



The stylish member of our Self-Care family. 

With its beautiful ergonomic design and 
viscoelastic core, this adjustable neck pillow 
offers maximum comfort and support. 

With minimum product weight and a volume 
reduction of 60% when packed in its bag, it 
makes for the perfect travel companion. To start 
dreaming, simply place it around your neck and 
adjust the adjust the hook and loop closure for a 
personalized fit.

Go
Premium neck travel pillow





Features Product Specs
Ergonomic 360ª design

Adjustable fit

Included travel bag

Washable sleeve

High end materials

Measurements  
25 x 17 x 7 (cm)

Filling 
BASF Memory foam core

Composition 
Fabric: 95 % Viscose – 5% 
Elastomer



The founding member of our Self-Care family. 

A revolutionary napping product designed to 
create an immersive relaxation experience. Its 
large opening allows you to pull it over your head, 
and the additional openings, one for breathing 
and two for cuddling your hands, create a feeling 
of complete comfort.

To take a break from your hectic schedule, simply 
slip into this soft cocoon and let the noise, light, 
and worries of the outside world fade away.

Original
Immersive napping pillow





Features Product Specs
Immersive cocoon 

Revolutionary design

Luxe materials

Huggable coziness

Lightweight

Measurements  
45 x 28 x 15 (cm)

Composition 
Fabric: 95 % Viscose – 5% 
Elastomer

Filling: Polystyrene microbeads 
(95% made out of air)

Head opening 
70 (cm)



The multi use member of our Self-Care family. 

Its clever reversible design makes it fully portable, 
adjustable, and super practical. Simply slip it over 
your eyes to block out light and perch your head 
comfortably where and when you like. 

Alternatively, place it around your neck to create 
the perfect support for a quick snooze on your 
way home.

Light
Multi-use travel pillow 





Features Product Specs
Adjustable

Reversible

Versatile

Light weight

Blackout

Measurements  
31,5 x 16,5 x 10 (cm)

Composition 
Fabric: 95 % Viscose – 5% Elastomer

Filling 
Polystyrene microbeads 
(95% made out of air)



The handheld member of our feel-good family.

With its compact and versatile design, it offers 
comfort and support in a variety of sleep positions. 
Slide it onto your hand or around your arm for the 
perfect amount of cushioning that easily lets you 
rest your head anywhere that life takes you.

Mini
Desk & travel pillow





Features Product Specs
Versatile use

Compact size

Unique design

Righties and lefties

Incredibly soft

Measurements  
25 x 17 x 7 (cm)

Composition 
Fabric: 95 % Viscose – 5% 
Elastomer

Filling 
Polystyrene microbeads 
(95% made out of air)



The boundless eye mask member of our Self-
Care family. 

Its ergonomic design provides unparalleled 
comfort and a total blackout experience. Try it in 
combination with your favourite headphones for 
a deep sense of disconnection from the outside 
world, and easily carry it in multiple hands-free 
positions when not in use. Practical, light, and 
adaptable to all head shapes and sizes, it is the 
ideal way to rest and reflect, anytime, anywhere.  
Just wrap it around your head and cover your 
eyes in a perfect, limitless loop for a perfect, 
limitless rest.

Loop
Eye pillow





Features Product Specs
Total blackout

Adjustable size

Cozy comfort

Easy to carry

Lightweight

Measurements  
116 x 3 (cm)

Composition 
Fabric: 95 % Viscose – 5% 
Elastomer

Filling 
Polystyrene microbeads 
(95% made out of air)

Closure 
Velcro® brand closure



The ultra adaptable member of our Self-Care 
family. 

With its classic silhouette and standalone design, 
its lightweight fabric and versatility makes it the 
perfect addition to any outfit. Wear it in one of 
three positions to help you focus in, comfortably 
connect, or enjoy a total blackout experience. 
Offering both coziness and control, it gives you 
the freedom to dream anywhere that you go.

Hood
Combinable hood





Features Product Specs
Combinable

Standalone

Cozy comfort

Seamlessly stylish

Lightweight

Measurements  
66 perimeter x 30.5 (cm) 
26 perimeter x 12 (inches)

Fabric 
71% polyester, 27 % cotton, 2% 
spandex

Washing instructions 
Machine washable



Compression Socks
Bamboo softness to feel active

Olive Green & Sunset Red
S-M: OPSK06U / X-XL:OPSK07U

Yellow Moss & Blue Azure 
S-M: OPSK08U / X-XL:OPSK09U

Heatbag
Huggable soothing companion

Midnight Grey
OPHB10U

New New



Light
Multi-use travel pillow 

Original 
Immersive napping pillow

Go
Premium neck travel pillow

Dreamtastic
OPGV03U

Blue Reef
OPGV11U

Midnight Grey
OPGV02U

Deep Blue
OPGV05U

Midnight Grey
OPOX02U

Sleepy Blue
OPOX01U

Sleepy Blue
OPLR01U

Blue Reef
OPLR11U

Midnight Grey
OPLR02U

Candy Pink
OPLR13U

Moonlight Blue
OPLR10U

Hood
Combinable hood

Ocean Green
OPHX15U

Night Black
OPHX16U

Loop
Eye mask pillow

Blue Reef
OPLO11U

Desk & travel pillow

Sleepy Blue
OPMX01U

Blue Reef
OPMX11U

Midnight Grey
OPMX02U

Mini



We are a team of people passionate about 
design who share a common belief: always put 
people first. 

Following that idea, we love to dive into the 
unknown, aiming for better and brighter. We’re 
always trying new things, and we believe that 
even the tiniest idea can spark a revolution. 

For us, the impossible is possible, it’s all about 
making the most of the opportunities and 
moments we are given every day.

Our team



They have already talked about us

We are honored to have been published all 
around the world in some of the most prestigious 
media channels, leaders in different sectors as 
design, business or lifestyle. 



They already trust us

We can proudly say Ostrichpillow products can 
be found in some of the most known stores all 
over the globe.

MoMA
United States 

The Conran Shop
United Kingdom

Indigo
Canada

Nordstrom
United States

Excelsior
Italy

Miligram
Australia

Poketo
United States

Globus
Switzerland

The Loft
Japan

Top Drawer
United States

Le Bon Marche
France

Urban Outfitters
United States

Sportique
United States

Kapok
Hong Kong

Selfridges
United Kingdom

Macy´s
United States



Thank you for your interest in joining us and be-
coming part of the Ostrichpillow family. 

We’d like to know more about you, please con-
tact us and we will get back to you shortly. 

orders@ostrichpillow.com

Contact us




